
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

THE LION, THE WITCH AND THE WARDROBE 
 
Subject: ENGLISH YEAR 8 – MRS NORTH    
Time: 50 minutes. 
Learning Objective: I can listen and understand the text. I can accurately add conjunctions to 
sentences.  
 

Task 1: LISTEN TO CHAPTER 6: INTO THE FOREST 
Listen to chapter 6 using the link below – start at 13 minutes and 55 seconds as this recording contains 
chapter 5 too. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0QCMUC_7pY 
 
Task 2: CONJUNCTIONS 
Can you fill in the gaps with one of the conjunctions in the box below? Cross them off as you use them. 

when  because so and so 

because and but because but 
 

1. The children were cold, _____ they took fur coats from the wardrobe. 
2. Peter apologised _________ he didn't believe Lucy. 
3. There was snow in Narnia, ______ the children were cold. 
4. Edmund wanted to take the children to the White Witch __________ he wanted more Turkish 
Delight. 
5. Edmund wanted to go to see the White Witch, ______ the other children wanted to go to see Mr 
Tumnus. 
6. The door to Mr Tumnus's house was broken ________ his photos were destroyed. 
7. The children found a note ________ read it. 
8. Susan wanted to go home, ________ Lucy wanted to stay. 
9. Peter was angry with Edmund ___________ he lied about Narnia. 
10. The children followed the robin ________ it flew away. 
 
Task 3:  
What 10 things would you take to Narnia with you? Give reasons for each item. Use conjunctions to 
extend your sentences e.g. because, so, as etc. 
 

Save your work: 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). 
Don’t forget to SAVE it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April 
If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work 
to: anorth@glebe.bromley.sch.uk 
Thank you 
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